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ABSTRACT
In 2015, it was adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development to
end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and
prosperity. The year after, 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
officially came into force. In 2015, GEO (Group on Earth Observation)
declared to support the implementation of SDGs. The GEO Global Earth
Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) required a change of paradigm,
moving from a data-centric approach to a more knowledge-driven one.
To this end, the GEO System-of-Systems (SoS) framework may refer to
the well-known Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom (DIKW) paradigm.
In the context of an Earth Observation (EO) SoS, a set of main elements
are recognized as connecting links for generating knowledge from EO
and non-EO data – e.g. social and economic datasets. These elements
are: Essential Variables (EVs), Indicators and Indexes, Goals and Targets.
Their generation and use requires the development of a SoS KB whose
management process has evolved the GEOSS Software Ecosystem into a
GEOSS Social Ecosystem. This includes: collect, formalize, publish, access,
use, and update knowledge. ConnectinGEO project analysed the
knowledge necessary to recognize, formalize, access, and use EVs. The
analysis recognized GEOSS gaps providing recommendations on
supporting global decision-making within and across different domains.
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1. Introduction

Sustainable development concerns three main dimensionalities: economic, social, and environ-
mental extents; in our time, humanity is facing important challenges in all of them. Global environ-
mental changes are mostly induced by human activities and have reached a scale where increasing
pressures may lead to cross Earth system thresholds (e.g. Planetary Boundaries) with potential irre-
versible consequences (Rockström, Bai, and deVries 2018). In the scientific Community, it is now
recognized that humanity has entered a new geological epoch commonly named Anthropocene:
the period during which human activity has having a global significant impact on the Earth system
(Biermann et al. 2016; Verburg et al. 2016).

Therefore, there is an urgent need for sustainable development and exploring the complex, inter-
linked, and mutually interacting chains of causes and effects at the global scale between human needs
and natural capitals (Díaz et al. 2018). The need for action, to address global challenges, is now
reflected in the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Set by the United
Nations General Assembly in 2015 (United Nations 2015), the agenda defines 17 Sustainable
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Development Goals (SDGs). They encompass the three pillars of sustainable development, including:
poverty, hunger, health, education, climate change, gender equality, water, sanitation, energy, urban-
ization, environment, and social justice.

In the context of this paper, we will mainly focus on the sustainability challenges that have an
environmental dimension and that can be monitored using Earth Observations (EO).

1.1. From data to knowledge for sustainable development

A sustainable development needs to minimize negative externalities, while simultaneously seeking to
maximize the positive ones. To achieve that, information and simulations on types of consumption
and production processes are vital. To reach the objective of a stable functioning of the Earth‘s life, it
is important to provide sound knowledge to policy-makers working with quantifiable targets, at mul-
tiple geographical scales and across disciplinary sectors (Rockstrom et al. 2009; Steffen et al. 2015).
Informed governance can lead to policies, planning, and codes supporting best practices for sustain-
able development (Griggs et al. 2013, 2014).

Therefore, in the necessary transformation for a development that is fully sustainable, Infor-
mation Technology (which is already fuelling the Digital Transformation of our Society) plays a
critical role (UN DESA 2013). In particular, it is of paramount importance to leverage the soph-
isticated analytics and projection technologies (e.g. physical, statistical, and Machine Learning
models) and generate the knowledge required by the decision-makers. These models are becom-
ing more and more efficient and reliable, due to the availability of a staggering amount of EO
datasets, which are acquired daily. Big data generation is another important change carried
out by the Digital Transformation of our Society. Significant international programmes and
initiatives, dealing with Global Change and contributing to the SDG agenda implementation,
has investigated the systematic generation of knowledge from data. The manuscript will introduce
and discuss valuable developments carried out by members of the Group on Earth Observation
(GEO), in this area.

1.1.1. Earth observation data and information
To address global sustainability challenges, timely and reliable access to environmental data and
information is necessary. Data provide the foundation for reliable and accountable scientific under-
standing and knowledge to support informed decisions and evidence-based policy advice (Giuliani
et al. 2017b). Consequently, achieving the objective of a sustainable development requires the inte-
gration of various data sets describing physical, chemical, biological and socio-economic conditions
(Lehmann et al. 2017). All together, these different data allow characterizing a given location on
Earth. When combined, environmental data allow monitoring and assessing the status of the
environment at various scales (e.g. national, regional, global), understanding interactions between
different systems (e.g. atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere), and model future changes (Costanza
et al. 2016).

In this context, EO data refers to measurements of variables related to the various components of
the system Earth (e.g. oceans, land surface, solid Earth, biosphere, cryosphere, atmosphere and iono-
sphere) and their interactions. These measurements are obtained by individual or combined, fixed or
mobile sensing elements, being instruments or human observers, either in situ or through remote
sensing (European Commission 2014). In particular, the GEO distinguishes two different broad cat-
egories of EO data: ‘In situ observations’ that are understood as observations captured locally, i.e.
within a few kilometres of the object or phenomenon being observed – these include measurements
taken for instance at ground stations, by aircraft and probes, ships and buoys. By contrast ‘remote
sensing’ data encompasses observations made at a larger distance – this refers typically to space-
borne Earth observations. EO data is a valid and globally consistent source of information for moni-
toring the state of the planet and increasing our understanding of Earth processes (Giuliani et al.
2017a).
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1.1.2. The global earth observation system of systems (GEOSS)
GEO has been established in 2005 in response to the need for coordinated, comprehensive, and sus-
tained observations related to the state of the Earth (Anderson et al. 2017). GEO is coordinating the
implementation of GEOSS, a global and flexible network of content providers connecting together
existing observing systems around the world and allowing decision makers to access a wide range
of information (GEO secretariat 2015). GEOSS increases our understanding of Earth processes
and enhances predictive capabilities that underpin sound decision-making: it provides access to
data, information and knowledge to a wide variety of users (Nativi et al. 2015). GEO works across
eight Societal Benefit Areas (SBA) (e.g. Biodiversity and Ecosystems, Food and Agriculture, Water)
to translate Earth Observations into support for decision making. GEO global engagement priorities
include supporting the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, the Paris Agreement on Cli-
mate, and the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (GEO secretariat 2015; Giuliani et al.
2017b; CEOS 2018). These three global policies are a universal call to action to end poverty, protect
the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity. GEO is instrumental in integrating
EO data for measuring and tracking progresses towards these various indicators frameworks in sup-
port of effective policy responses for adaptation, mitigation, resilience (GEO 2015).

1.1.3. Knowledge bodies generation and management
In 2015, the GEO Ministerial declaration ‘affirms that GEO and its Earth observations and infor-
mation will support the implementation of, inter alia, the 2030 Global Goals for Sustainable Devel-
opment’ (GEO Ministerial Declaration 2015). For GEOSS, supporting such vision and strategic
objectives requires a change of paradigm, moving from a data-centric approach to a more infor-
mation and knowledge-centric approach. For addressing this evolution, the System-of-Systems
(SoS) framework (developed by GEOSS) may refer to the well-known Data-Information-Knowl-
edge-Wisdom (DIKW) paradigm (Ackoff 1989; Rowley 2007). In DIKW, information is an
added-value product resulting from the comprehension of available data and their relations with
physical and/or social phenomena. In turn, knowledge is generated by understanding information
and elaborating valuable patterns.

In the context of an EO SoS, a set of main elements (along with the methodologies for their gen-
eration) were recognized as connecting links for generating knowledge from EO and non-EO data –
e.g. social and economic datasets. These elements are: (a) Phenomenon Essential Variables (EVs), (b)
Environmental Priority Indicators; (c) Environmental and socio-economic indices; (d) Goals and
Targets (Nativi, Mazzetti, and Santoro 2016; Reyers et al. 2017). Their generation and use requires
for the development of a SoS Knowledge Base (KB) and its related management processes. These new
challenges were considered as part of the new GEO Foundational Task (called GCI Operation),
introduced in 2016 (GEO 2015). The GEOSS KB management process is evolving the GEOSS Soft-
ware Ecosystem into a GEOSS Social Ecosystem (Nativi et al. 2017; GEO 2018). The KBmanagement
process includes the following main phases (Liebowitz 1999; Evans, Dalkir, and Bidian 2014): (a)
collect knowledge; (b) formalize knowledge; (c) publish knowledge; (d) access knowledge; (e) use
knowledge; (f) update knowledge. Figure 1 shows the knowledge body lifecycle outlying the high-
level services for knowledge management and the related main challenges, for the scope of this
manuscript.

1.2. DIKW pattern applied to policy for sustainable development

1.2.1. From EO data to EVs and to indicators
In the recent years, the outstanding advancement in information science and technology made terms
like Data, Information, and Knowledge ubiquitous. They are used to name emerging sub-disciplines
and methodologies like data engineering and data science, information management, knowledge
management, etc. or to identify computer science related processes like data mining, information
processing, knowledge generation which are now paradigmatically applied to disciplinary sciences
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(Bates 2000) – for example, in modelling biological systems as information processing systems.
Unfortunately, even due to their use in different domains for different objectives, such key terms
do not have a shared definition. Also inside the information science community, where they origi-
nated, they are perceived as elusive concepts, and difficult to characterize (Floridi 2017). Therefore,
they have different definitions in different communities (e.g. information sciences, disciplinary
sciences, philosophical sciences) and in many cases, they are simply used without any formal
definition.

In the scope of this manuscript, to provide a definition of Data, Information, Knowledge andWis-
dom terms, it useful to note that, although they are often used interchangely or with overlapping
meaning, there is a general consensus about two key facts:

(1) These terms refer to different concepts;
(2) These terms can be ordered from the lowest semantic level of Data to the highest one of

Wisdom.

This brings to the concepts of a DIKW hierarchy (a static representation of Data, Information,
Knowledge and Wisdom ordering) and a DIKW pattern – representing the dynamic process of
semantic content extraction when moving from Data, to Information, Knowledge and finally, Wis-
dom (Rowley 2007). In DIKW, Information may be defined an added-value product resulting from
the comprehension of available Data and their relations with physical and/or social phenomena. In
turn, Knowledgemay be defined as artefact generated by understanding Information and elaborating
valuable patterns. In some cases, the DIKW hierarchy is represented as a pyramid to highlight the
intuitive idea that the generation of a small quantity of Wisdom, requires an increasing quantity
of Knowledge, Information and Data.

Although the DIKW representation (as a hierarchy, pattern, or pyramid) suffers frommany points
of weakness (e.g. lack of a clear definition of terms; unclear ordering relation; unclear definitions of
quantitative aspects), it can still be useful as a framework for communicating general concepts and
their relations. In particular, the DIKW pattern fits well in the representation of the process for sup-
porting policy and decision-making, starting from the collection and analysis of raw data.

Figure 1. The archetypal management process (lifecycle) of knowledge body.
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As already discussed, in the recent years, several policy goals have been set: they include the 17
UN SDGs, the objectives of the Sendai Framework on Disasters, and the objectives of the Conference
of Parties 2015 on Climate (COP21). The achievement of these policy goals can be measured in
respect of specific policy targets. The assessment of targets, and in general the definition of possible
actions towards their fulfilment, require informed decision-making. Therefore, policy-makers are
asking the scientific community to provide the necessary knowledge for evidence-based decision-
making. This results in the necessity of extracting Knowledge from the big amount of collected
Data (in particular EO one) and from the available socio-economic Information.

This transition from Data to Knowledge requires filling the wide gap between acquired data, and
policy targets and goals. A procedure, proposed and elaborated in some recent research and inno-
vation projects dealing with GEOSS, consists in adopting a systematic approach, regardless the
goal nature and domain. This is depicted in Figure 2. First, acquired (or observed) Data are pro-
cessed to generate Information in form of relevant physical parameters named EVs. Then, EVs
can be processed to summarize the Knowledge in one or more Indicators or Indices, whose value
is related to a specific Target. Finally, by comparing the Indicators/Indices value from a real or simu-
lated situation against a given Target, it is possible to assess and evaluate the progress toward the
fulfilment of the specific policy goal represented by the Target. In this case, the Indicators/Indices
represent the Knowledge necessary to policy-makers for wise decisions, which is elicited from the
Information conveyed by the EVs, which, in turn, are generated from the observed Data.

In this process, the procedures for generating EVs first and Indicators/Indices later play a funda-
mental role. Open Science (i.e. knowledge bodies sharing and re-usability) would require the forma-
lization (i.e. full documentation) of these procedures to justify the Information and Knowledge
generation – i.e. EVs and Indicators/Indices values. These procedures can be formalized as workfl-
ows involving data transformations and scientific models.

2. GEOSS KB management

Each EV can be seen as a valuable piece of knowledge (i.e. a knowledge body), which must be man-
aged through its own lifecycle, as a constituent part of the GEOSS KB. In the following, we will write
‘knowledge’ to refer to any kind of knowledge in a general sense, and ‘Knowledge’ to refer to the
proper use of the term in the sense specified above in the DIKW pattern. Referring to Figure 1,
EVs lifecycle consists of five different phases. Each phase is discussed in the next sections.

2.1. Phase I: knowledge collection

2.1.1. EVs scope and definition
2.1.1.1. Scope. Recognizing the need to adequately describe the different components of the Earth
system (e.g. atmosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere) and to ensure that observational
data can deliver actionable information to the largest number of users, the concept of EVs is

Figure 2. Systematic process to generate Knowledge from Data, for addressing policy goals.
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increasingly used in different communities (Reyers et al. 2017). The EVs definition process allows
identifying those variables that have a high impact and should have priority in designing, deploying
and maintaining observation systems and making data and products available. The concept of EVs
assumes that there exists a (minimal) number of variables that are essential to characterize the state
(and trends) of a given system, without losing significant information. This set of variables needs to
be observed, if past changes in the system must be documented as well as if predictability of future
changes must be developed. Identifying this set of EVs allows for a commitment of inherently scarce
resources to the essential observation needs. It also supports and eases the management of data and
observations all along the chain from the measurement of raw data, through the processing and to
the delivery of products, information and services needed by end users.

In a multi-organizational and multi-disciplinary SoS, interoperability is certainly a major chal-
lenge (Domenico et al. 2006; Nativi et al. 2015; Santoro, Nativi, and Mazzetti 2016). There exist
different types of interoperability levels (e.g. composability, semantic interoperability, structural &
syntactic interoperability, integratability) (Tolk, Diallo, and Turnitsa 2007) to be considered as
required by the diverse kinds of integrative science to be pursued – e.g. multi-disciplinary, inter-dis-
ciplinary, participatory, etc. (Vaccari et al. 2012). Semantic interoperability is extremely important
for achieving multi- and inter-disciplinary systems. The definition of EVs helps semantic interoper-
ability development, in a significant way by contributing to introduce a common lexicon and an
unambiguous formalization of the features and behaviour of these variables, for a given scope.

2.1.1.2. Definition and outlook. The development of a specific set of EVs is a community process
leading to an agreement on an essential set of parameters to meet the objectives of a given commu-
nity and to support national to global monitoring, reporting, research, and forecasting (Reyers et al.
2017). EVs are crucial for the creation of practice-relevant knowledge covering two aspects: (1) tech-
nical and (2) social/policy relevance.

The EVs concept was first defined by the climate community, by the Global Climate Observing
System (GCOS), which agreed on a set of 50 Essential Climate Variables (ECVs). This was done to
respond to a general call for more coordinated and consistent approach to climate observations
(Ostensen, O’Brien, and Cooper 2008; Hollmann et al. 2013; Bojinski et al. 2014; Zeng et al.
2015) – examples of ECVs are: precipitation, cloud properties, ozone, water vapour at the surface,
and wind speed and direction in the upper-air. These variables are required to support the work
on the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) and the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Bojinski et al. 2014). ECVs are selected based on their rel-
evance for characterizing Earth’s climate system as well as their technical and economic feasibility for
systematic observations (Giuliani et al. 2017b). ECVs are now widely used in both science and policy
domains; they are regularly reviewed to adapt to the need posed by new priorities, novel knowledge
and recent innovations.

Since then, other scientific communities have followed a similar approach. The more mature EVs
are in Climate, Ocean, and Biodiversity domains (Lindstrom et al. 2012; Pereira et al. 2013). Other
communities are currently working on defining a common set of EVs, such as Water, Agriculture,
and Ecosystems (GEO 2014; ConnectinGEO 2016). In particular, a long work on the Essential Bio-
diversity Variables (EBVs) has further clarified the role of EVs lying between primary observations
and indicators (Geijzendorffer et al. 2015). Such a definition allows accommodating both the diver-
sity of data providers and the changing demand for indicators across regions and different policy
needs (Reyers et al. 2017).

It is noteworthy how the identification of EVs has depended on use-cases. In principle, system
state is a concept that is independent of the addressed user scenarios; however, it is generally imposs-
ible to have a complete system representation that is valid and accurate for any potential scenario. On
the contrary, in scientific practice, it is usual to design physical and computational models tailored to
specific objectives. Therefore, although we can talk about domain-related EVs, in practice, we should
consider scenario-related EVs. For example, if we consider the assessment of UN SDG, we will be
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able to identify UN SDG EVs (Reyers et al. 2017). Indeed, the UN SDGs allow identifying the
required Indicators (and Indices) which, in turn, allow defining the required knowledge models
to generate them from a set of physical parameters: the EVs.

The H2020 ConnectinGEO project1 reviewed a set of EVs developed in the framework of several
GEO communities. This work revealed that there exist: (a) different definitions of EVs, (b) diverse
levels of maturity, and (c) a considerable overlap between EVs identified by different communities
(ConnectinGEO 2016). The total number of EVs reviewed by ConnectinGEO was 147 (Connectin-
GEO 2016). Some of the EVs are actually not just a single variable, but a cluster of several ones. The
community that has defined the highest number of EVs is currently the Climate one, GCOS,2 cover-
ing (with its ECVs) one-third of the total number. Most of the ECVs are also relevant to the other
GEO SBAs or themes. Others communities already working on a mature set of EVs are the Weather
and the Ocean ones – respectively, led by: WMO and its Global Atmosphere Watch: GAW,3 and the
Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS).4 The EVs discussion and related work is growing fast in
the Biodiversity (Scholes et al. 2012; Pereira et al. 2013; Geijzendorffer et al. 2015), Water (Duffy and
Leonard 2013) and Energy communities; while, in other areas like Agriculture, Disasters, Ecosys-
tems, Health, and Urban Development, the work on specific EVs is still in the initial stage. Fortu-
nately, they can rely on several EVs already identified in areas that are also relevant to them.

In general, a great overlap between communities exists in terms of identified EVs. This suggests
that each community, working on identifying EVs for their specific purposes, should first review the
currently available EVs. Such an approach would allow taking stock of the work already done and
recognizing those variables that are cross-cutting. In this way, it will be easier to advocate for further
improvements (in terms of methodologies, accuracy, spatial and temporal sampling, etc.) on a small
number of key variables. Table 1 outlines the main interrelations among EVs, as suggested by the
communities themselves and recognizing the EV definitions overlapping – from the ConnectinGEO
survey. To accommodate the different views recognized by its survey, ConnectinGEO proposed a
broad definition of EVs: ‘a minimal set of variables that determine the system’s state and develop-
ments, are crucial for predicting system developments, and allow us to define metrics that measure
the trajectory of the system’ (ConnectinGEO 2016).

2.1.2. Indicator/indices scope and definition
Monitoring and assessment of policy goals are carried out through the comparison of the current (or
simulated) state of the universe of discourse (e.g. a system or a process) with the desired state rep-
resented by a policy target. The state is commonly identified using significant figures called Indi-
cators and Indices. Generally, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) and the European Commission Joint Research Centre (JRC) define an Indicator as:

a quantitative or a qualitative measure derived from a series of observed facts that can reveal relative positions
(e.g. of a country) in a given area. When evaluated at regular intervals, an indicator can point out the direction
of change across different units and through time. In the context of policy analysis […], indicators are useful in
identifying trends and drawing attention to particular issues. (OECD 2008)

Indicators may have a slightly different definition in different domains: Eurostat defines a Statistical
Indicator as:

the representation of statistical data for a specified time, place or any other relevant characteristic, corrected for
at least one dimension (usually size) so as to allow for meaningful comparisons. It is a summary measure related
to a key issue or phenomenon and derived from a series of observed facts. Indicators can be used to reveal rela-
tive positions or show positive or negative change. (Eurostat 2014)

The United Nations Statistical Division (UNSD) defines Sustainable Development Indicators as:
‘indicators that measure progress made in sustainable growth and development’, where a Biological
Indicator is defined as an ‘organism, species or community whose characteristics show the presence
of specific environmental conditions. Other terms used are indicator organism, indicator plant and
indicator species’ and an Environmental Indicator is
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Table 1. Main interrelations among community essential variables, according to the ConnectinGEO survey.

Agriculture Biodiversity Climate Disasters Ecosystems Energy Health Water Weather Ocean

Agriculture ▪ ▪ ▪
Biodiversity ▪ ▪ ▪
Climate ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪

Disasters ▪
Ecosystems ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪
Energy ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪
Health ▪ ▪ ▪

Water ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪
Weather ▪ ▪ ▪
Ocean ▪ ▪ ▪
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a parameter, or a value derived from parameters, that points to, provides information about and/or describes
the state of the environment, and has a significance extending beyond that directly associated with any given
parametric value. The term may encompass indicators of environmental pressures, conditions and responses.
(UNSD 1997)

OECD defines the concept of Index, based on the concept of Composite Indicator that it is

formed when individual indicators are compiled into a single index on the basis of an underlying model. The
composite indicator should ideally measure multidimensional concepts which cannot be captured by a single
indicator, e.g. competitiveness, industrialization, sustainability, single market integration, knowledge-based
society, etc. (OECD 2008)

2.1.3. WFs scope and definition
The generation of EVs from Data and, in turn, of Indicators/Indices from EVs, generally requires the
execution of workflows implementing a business process consisting in multiple steps of datasets/
variables collection, transformation and processing. This is commonly achieved by applying scien-
tific models and knowledge management procedures.

According to the WorkflowManagement Coalition (WfMC)5 a business process is ‘a set of one or
more linked procedures or activities which collectively realize a business objective or policy goal’
(Workflow Management Coalition 1996). Thus, a business process may include both manual and
automated activities. While, a workflow is defined as ‘the automation of a business process, in
whole or part, during which documents, information, or tasks are passed from one participant to
another for action according to a set of procedural rules’ (Workflow Management Coalition
1996). Business process management technologies can be used to implement integrated modelling
and support environmental management and Global Change policy development (Santoro, Nativi,
and Mazzetti 2016).

Scientific workflows have emerged to tackle the problem of excessive complexity in scientific
experiments and applications. They provide a formal description of a process for accomplishing a
scientific objective, typically expressed in terms of tasks and data (i.e. formal encoding of measure-
ment, observation, simulation or processing outcome) dependencies among them. They allow users
to easily express multi-step computational tasks – for example, retrieve data from an instrument or a
database, reformat the data, and run an analysis. For a scientific workflow, one of the major property
is the data flow management. Workflows can vary from simple to complex ones: tasks in a scientific
workflow can be very different, from short serial tasks to very large parallel tasks, surrounded by a
large number of small and serial tasks used for pre- and post-processing. Commonly, workflow are
recursive – i.e. a task can be implemented by a sub-workflows used as a subroutine in a larger
workflow. Finally, in a distributed service-oriented environment, tasks can be implemented by either
a local or a remote service.

2.1.4. KB to support the DIKW pattern
To support the DIKW pattern for policy-making (i.e. to derive the final Knowledge to be provided to
decision and policy makers), several knowledge bodies are necessary; they can be:

(1) structured bodies (like data ) that formalize the different aspects of the DIKW pattern to enable
machine-to-machine interaction and, hence, automatic processing;

(2) unstructured bodies (like publications) that are intended for human-to-machine interaction and
complement the knowledge automatically generated by the system.

Structured knowledge bodies comprise general and domain ontologies (to represent relevant con-
cepts and their inner relationships) and vocabularies listing the individual realizations of each con-
cept. For example, the concepts of Data, EVs, Indicators/Indices, and Workflows, along with their
relationship, should be part of a general ontology for policy-making. Moreover, for each different
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domain, vocabularies defining instances of these concepts (i.e. Data, EVs, Indicators/Indices, and
Workflows) should be made available. Properly formalized, such knowledge bodies would allow:

(1) To make inferences – for example, by answering to questions like: which indicators can be gen-
erated from a specific data source? Which EVs are required to generate a specific Indicator?

(2) To automate the knowledge generation process – for example, by selecting, as input of a given
scientific model, only those data sources that are semantically correct.

Unstructured knowledge bodies include every knowledge artefact for human users, such as peer-
reviewed publications, manuals, web pages, videos, etc. All these kinds of knowledge bodies should
be collected and connected in a dedicated KB. One of the KB core functions is to facilitate the linkage
between policy goals and targets to EVs. The targets are connected to indicators that act as ‘report
cards’ for the progress towards the targets. EVs need to be monitored in order to allow indicators
quantification.

Commonly, KB is implemented as a searchable database of content that forms a body of knowl-
edge about a particular domain. For supporting sustainable development policy, a KB aims to go
beyond that and implement a business ecosystem platform to facilitate knowledge sharing, content
management and communication. In particular, the ecosystem should facilitate the implementation
of those artefacts that are essential to assess different policy frameworks. To achieve that, the KB has
to collect, formalize, share and facilitate the use of a set of knowledge bodies, including: data, proces-
sing algorithms/codes, business process models (implemented as workflows), publications, comput-
ing infrastructures references, etc. In GEOSS, for instance, the following definition was proposed for
the GEOSS KB: ‘A dynamic and evolvable information framework, organized as a repository of exist-
ing and distributed knowledge bodies, to facilitate Information and Knowledge generation and shar-
ing from Earth Observations’ (Nativi, GEO Plenary 2016).

2.2. Phase II: knowledge formalization

2.2.1. EVs formalization for discovery and use
2.2.1.1. Description elements.Multi-source data integration is fundamental for multi-organizational
and interdisciplinary frameworks – and in particular for environmental monitoring (Domenico et al.
2006; Nativi et al. 2015). Metadata (i.e. resource description) is recognized as a primary instrument
to enable efficient and effective discovery and use of (environmental) data (Litwin and Rossa 2011;
Giuliani et al. 2016). Describing EVs through standardized metadata is an essential condition for
effective discovery and use. To enable an effective data (re-)use, data description (i.e. metadata)
should provide precise information on data quality and uncertainty. These elements are essential
to support meaningful decision-making processes (Cruz, Monteiro, and Santos 2012; Hong,
Zhang, and Meeker 2018; Bustin et al. 2013). To turn data into usable information and knowledge,
there is the need to utilize lexical and semantic tools (Nativi et al. 2015; Santoro, Nativi, and Mazzetti
2016). These tools help facing metadata heterogeneity (i.e. the diversity of metadata structures and
content) and providing harmonized access to and sharing of the vast volume of data characterizing
complex domain. In particular, ontologies can be used to describe the spatial and temporal relation-
ships charactering a domain concepts (Domenico et al. 2006; Nativi, Mazzetti, and Geller 2012); this
allows to link different data sources and models to the recognized EVs.

2.2.1.2. Expert elicitation. As depicted in Figure 3, knowledge about data comes from different sta-
keholders (i.e. experts) involved in the process of its generation, evaluation, and use. Some of them
create the original data description (generating the first metadata), while others may augment such a
description by either enriching original metadata, or by using tags and annotation instruments to
generate new metadata elements; in particular:
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(1) Data producers know what is the intrinsic content and quality of a data source (e.g. the acqui-
sition process, the sensitivity of the instrument, etc.); they commonly create the first metadata
corpus;

(2) Data providers know the processing and transformation executed by exposed access services
(e.g. interpolation, re-projection, the exposed encoding formats, etc.); they can augment the
metadata corpus provided to users;

(3) Data users may provide additional information associated to a given dataset, including: feed-
backs, about the overall fitness for purpose of the dataset for a specific application, and associ-
ations with other useful resources or tools – e.g. visualization and processing tools.

The new elements generated by Users are usually managed as a separate metadata corpus. While,
direct metadata enrichment (see Figure 3) contributes new knowledge to the existing metadata
description, by either adding new metadata fields or updating the existing ones – e.g. new keywords
can be added from a controlled vocabulary; dataset temporal resolution can be inferred from the
abstract description. In many cases, when it is not possible to modify existing metadata at the origin,
metadata enrichment is implemented in a middle-layer where metadata, provided by from hetero-
geneous data sources, are aggregated and harmonized (Nativi et al. 2015).

Tagging and annotation tasks can be implemented according to the Linked Data approach (W3C
2018). In this case, a third-party builds a KB storing the relationships between datasets and ontol-
ogies. For example using the RDF triples, an entry in the KB can report that the dataset identified
by a specific URL is of the type identified by a second URL. This approach is extremely flexible allow-
ing to formalize knowledge not only about datasets (e.g. EVs), but also on other resource types (e.g.
WFs) provided the necessary ontologies and vocabularies. It also allows generating inferences using
existing RDF reasoners – although the performances can decrease with the growth of the KB.

2.2.1.3. Encoding instruments. In the EO domain, there exist several initiatives and programmes
aiming at recognizing and formalizing well-known (scientific) variables – for example, the Climate
and Forecast (CF) convention standard names,6 the Community Surface Dynamics Modeling Sys-
tem (CSDMS) standard names,7 EEA GEMET,8 and NASA SWEET.9 Also for formal encoding
languages and schemas, there exist some collaborative community-based activities to create, main-
tain, and promote schemas for structured data on the Internet. A valuable example in point is Sche-
ma.org vocabulary10 covering diverse domains and supporting different encodings, including RDFa,
Microdata and JSON-LD (W3C 2018). Indeed, the use of URIs in RDF facilitates a marketplace of
terms and vocabularies.

Regarding data quality formalization, it is important to distinguish between data providers view
(e.g. quality check and completeness) and user view (e.g. information on dataset fit-for-purpose,

Figure 3. The expert elicitation framework for datasets characterization.
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usability, and user feedbacks). Interoperable representations of data uncertainties and quality can be
achieved by using well-defined conceptual models and their related formal languages (e.g. Uncer-
tainty Markup Language: UncertML and Quality ML), which support the specification and quantifi-
cation of data quality and uncertainties (Cruz, Monteiro, and Santos 2012; Bastin et al. 2013; Scanlon
et al. 2015). There are several online resources that reference ontologies by simply matching a theme
to a URI – see, as a good example, the Protege ontology library.11 However, as for data resources,
ontology quality assessment must be carefully considered (Gurk, Abela, and Debattista n.d).

In a global and multi-disciplinary system like GEOSS, for example, the KB should build on pre-
viously introduced instruments and initiatives, in keeping with its system-of-systems philosophy.
Due to the large number of data (i.e. the metadata records describing datasets) managed by
GEOSS, GEOSS KB is expected to benefit from a diversified approach: mixing metadata enrichment
and a linked data representation of knowledge bodies capturing their relations with other existing
resources. For example, GEOSS KB would run inference processes, against the metadata base
built by the GEOSS Platform, and link models/WFs artefacts to relevant datasets and processing
platforms.

2.2.2. WFs and models formalization for discovery and use
The creation of scientific workflows requires the capability to discover and use all the components
involved in a multitask procedure: not only data but also scientific models and algorithms. Therefore,
the KB must provide sufficient knowledge about data and models/algorithms to support system com-
posability for integrated modelling and interaction with relevant data sources. Referring to the con-
ceptual model of interoperability levels (Tolk, Diallo, and Turnitsa 2007), proposed by VMASC
(Virginia Modeling, Analysis and Simulation Center), WFs are required to implement the semantic
composability level, where the data meaning is shared and the content of information exchange
requests are unambiguously defined. This interoperability level sit just on the syntactic interoperabil-
ity level, where the information exchange format is unambiguously defined – this level is commonly
achieved using the existing interoperability technologies, and in particular, the standardization and
brokering services.

Therefore, to achieve systems composability, in a given domain, it is fundamental to formalize
and use the ontologies expressing the relevant components and their relations, as well as the seman-
tics of the information to be exchanged among the components. Though, it is recognized that expres-
sing semantics and ontologies for enabling Integrated Environmental Modelling (IEM) frameworks
is a complex task, due to the requirement of transdisciplinarity, the need of linking models not
designed for integration (Laniak et al. 2013), the significant variety and quantity of existing models,
and the complexity of their description (Cavalcanti et al. 2002).

The GEO Model Web initiative (Nativi, Mazzetti, and Geller 2012) contributes addressing this
challenge by providing a general conceptual framework for model composition. The proposed fra-
mework introduces relevant concepts like Model Representation, Model Run and their relationships
with Data. It also suggests that aModel Descriptionmust base on present community activities deal-
ing with the definition of domain ontologies, vocabularies and other knowledge artefacts. Finally, it
distinguishes between the role of Scientists (expert in the scientific process) and IT Professionals
(expert in process encoding and run) (Santoro, Nativi, and Mazzetti 2016).

The elicitation of uncertainty sources and propagation effects in models become an essential step
for the description of WFs in the GEOSS KB. The representation of such uncertainty would allow
evaluating models and composing them in WFs, which are supposed to provide information on
the quality and uncertainty of generated outputs – i.e. datasets and indicators. Quality and uncer-
tainty have an important role in IEM frameworks: to characterize the quality and uncertainty of
data throughout the entire processing chain, it is necessary to trace and describe the quality and
uncertainty impact of and propagation through environmental models. On one hand, a model
can increase the existing uncertainty of input data due to non-linear effects. On the other hand, it
can introduce new uncertainty due at least to: (a) structural uncertainty – intrinsic approximation
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to reality; (b) representation uncertainty – discretization and projection approximation for space and
time dimensions; (c) parameters uncertainty – parametrization and (d) numerical uncertainty –
numerical approximation of mathematical models (Bastin et al. 2013).

2.2.2.1. Formalization languages. Workflows can be formalized using standard representations like
the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN).12 This notation allows expressing abstract pro-
cesses ranging from the full Workflow to the single scientific model. BPMN, introduced by the
Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI), is a formal (and graphical) process notation.
The objective of BPMN is to support business process management, for both technical users and
business users, by providing a notation that is intuitive to business users, yet able to represent com-
plex process semantics. The BPMN specification also provides a mapping between the graphics of
the notation and the underlying constructs of execution languages, particularly Business Process
Execution Language (BPEL) by OASIS.13 Presently, the specification is standardized by the OMG
(Object Management Group),14 endorsed by WfMC, and broadly adopted across the industry.
BPMN 2.015 (released in Jan 2011) introduced the ability to serialize process models and diagrams.
The XPDL standard from WfMC covers how to store and interchange process definitions. For
example, XPDL16 provides a file format that supports every aspect of the BPMN process definition
notation including graphical descriptions of the diagram, as well as executable properties used at run
time.

Another popular WF encoding language is SCUFL217 introduced for specifying Taverna workfl-
ows. SCUFL2 defines a model, a workflow bundle file format, and a Java API for working with
workflow structures. SCUFL2 is the workflow language for Taverna 3 (by Apache),18 and replaces
the old t2flow format.

Still, WF notations do not express the full knowledge on WF (or BP model) that a KB should and
could provide. The main goal of these notations is to represent processes (sometimes complex) in
terms of components and the relations existing among them – i.e. formalizing how WF elements
are linked together. What is missing is the description (including the meaning) of the process as a
whole, of its components, and ‘why’ they are connected in a given way. For instance, let us consider
a WF linking the output of model A as an input of model B: generally, WF notations provide the
necessary means to specify that model B execution must wait for model A successful execution,
and model A output must be ingested into model B. On the other hand, a KB should also provide
information about why it is scientifically sound to link models A and B in such a way and for a given
purpose. Beside the formal representation of WF, a KB should provide semantic information about
the WF itself, and about how this links to input and output dataset or dataset categories (e.g. EVs,
Indicators).

2.2.2.2. The ECOPOTENTIAL proof-of-concept. Recognizing that terrestrial and marine ecosystems
provide essential services to human societies, the European Commission ECOPOTENTIAL19 project
aims, as a general objective, at maximizing the benefits from the investments made in EO data and
information when developing terrestrial and marine ecosystem models and sustainable ecosystem
services. To this end, ECOPOTENTIAL created a unified framework for ecosystem studies on pro-
tected areas. In particular, for better exploiting the potential of EO data, ECOPOTENTIAL designed
and implemented a Virtual Laboratory (VLAB)20 enabling the execution of formalized WFs (Nativi,
Mazzetti, and Santoro 2016). VLAB gives access to a wide range of datasets by brokering open EO
data services provided by heterogeneous systems – including, GEOSS, OBIS,21 DEIMS,22 GBIF,23

and relevant Copernicus Integrated Ground Segment components.24 Moreover, through VLAB, eco-
system scientists and modellers can share their models published either as a Web service or as a
source code available on an open repository (e.g. GitHub25). They can also publish workflows (rep-
resented in BPMN 2.0) based on available datasets and models for generating knowledge. End users
(e.g. decision-makers such as Protected Area managers or their technical staff) can run the published
WFs, on selected data inputs, for generating EVs or indicators on a selected area (e.g. one of the
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ECOPOTENTIAL Protected Areas). VLAB orchestrates the actions needed to implement the
required workflow: (a) it accesses and harmonizes the required datasets; (b) it compiles source
codes, if needed, and publishes them as Web services on public clouds; (c) it invokes the required
Web services; (d) it retrieves output datasets. The VLAB itself runs on a cloud infrastructure to
exploit elastic storage and computing capabilities.

Although, the ECOPOTENTIAL VLAB does not provide full representation of knowledge, it is a
valuable example of how knowledge bodies can be: (a) shared – in form of scientific models; (b)
exposed as an online service – i.e. Web service, either existing or created on-the-fly from source
code; (c) generated – by running WFs. Through VLAB, a user can discover scientific models and
WFs, visualize them in a formal way, and run them. The models are classified using a set of concepts
well described in a domain vocabulary: Ecosystem, Protected Area, and Storyline. For instance,
Figure 4 shows the BPMN visual notation by which the ECOPOTENTIAL Community represents
and uses the ‘Earth Observation Data for Ecosystem Monitoring (EOSDM) model’ (Lucas and
Mitchell 2017) on VLAB.

2.2.3. Formalization of other knowledge bodies for discovery and use
In addition to data, models, and WFs description, other knowledge bodies can be incorporated in a
KB dealing with science-policy interface in order to fill the gap between scientific information and
decision-making. Probably, one of the most interesting knowledge body is on scientific publication:
this is asked to formalize the knowledge contained in scientific publications linking them to the other
relevant artefacts managed by the KB – i.e. data, algorithms, andWF. For instance, let us consider the
original article presenting the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Rouse et al. 1974): it
is possible to recognize the algorithm and understand which data types are required to compute the
index. Once more, ontologies and vocabularies are useful to effectively formalize the extracted
knowledge and implement sound links to existing artefacts – i.e. relevant models/WFs and datasets.
Finally, the manuscript can be also linked to the relevant scientific literature on this subject, contri-
buting to strengthen its scientific credibility – as well as that of its implementing WFs.

Recently, several scientific journals publishers (e.g. Nature, Elsevier, and Taylor & Francis)
decided to strongly encourage the deposition of the data and software that contributed to reach

Figure 4. The scientific model formalization (in BPMN2.0) of the ‘Earth Observation Data for Ecosystem Monitoring (EOSDM)’ by
using VLAB.
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the scientific results presented in a published manuscript. In the spirit of the Open Science move-
ment, this is to allow the full assessment (and where possible the reproducibility) of the presented
scientific results. This is building and formalizing a significant set of KBs by linking publications,
data, and software resources. Besides, most of the editorial platforms expose specialized Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) allowing clients and users to query such KBs and access the match-
ing results – see for example AGU open APIs26 and EGU online platforms.27 KB to support policy
for a sustainable development should build interoperability with such knowledge frameworks, mak-
ing use of these APIs.

2.3. Phase III: knowledge sharing

Sharing formalized knowledge entails to make possible its use, for example, by enabling third-parties
to discover, access, and use the described artefacts – e.g. datasets, EVs, algorithms, and workflows.
Knowledge sharing may also include the support for the execution of discovered WFs and the gen-
eration of new information and knowledge – such as indicators and indexes. Beyond that, a well-
managed KB should also enable inferences generation to answer to high-level questions, such as:
which models are available to generate a specific indicator? Which indicators can be generated
from a specific dataset? This advanced capability might also be exposed to underpin semantic search
functionalities.

In the present Web era, resources sharing is commonly supported by exposing selected function-
alities through dedicated interfaces (Richardson and Ruby 2007). The design and development of
these interfaces is a crucial task because has a strong impact on the content type to be shared and
on the use performances of the KB. Two general approaches are commonly adopted, nowadays:
(application) Service Interfaces and APIs.

Service Interfaces are designed to expose macro-functionalities (or coarse functionalities) that are
of direct interest for the user in a given application archetype (e.g. Discovery, Evaluate, and Down-
load) well considered by the interface publisher. The semantics of the exposed interface functional-
ities is commonly at the level of the application end-users. Through those interfaces, an application
can ask the implementing system to perform a (macro) service, which is a task on behalf of the end-
user. Since these interfaces expose high-level functionalities, they, generally, require the specification
of several parameters to better tailor the request to the user needs. Therefore, Service Interfaces can
result complex, although, on the other hand, they can execute sophisticated tasks with a single
request. Service Interfaces fits well to scenarios where typical applications can be built with an
orchestration of a well-identified set of high-level activities – i.e. those that are exposed through
the service interface. Service Interfaces are well-suited to standardization, since it is expected that
the identified set of high-level functionalities (characterizing a service) is stable, making the, usually,
long specification process convenient.

As the name implies, Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are designed to expose fine-
grained functionalities (or micro-functionalities) that are useful to software developers for creating
advanced applications (Woods and Mattern 2006). Therefore, APIs typically work at a semantic level
that is lower than the one characterizing the application end-user. For example, while a Service Inter-
face could provide a resource representation as a map with a single request, an API could provide a
way to interact with the map single tiles, or even to allow changing the way the utilized server gen-
erates maps and tiles. APIs fits well to very dynamic scenarios, where applications are not predict-
able, and it is necessary to expose all the relevant resources and capabilities, leaving developers free to
integrate them in full (and diverse) applications. APIs are commonly introduced to support dynamic
scenarios and, hence, they need frequent revision and update. Besides, they are generally tailored to
work on a specific implementing platform. For these reasons, a fully standardization process may be
problematic. However, since applications are often built as mash-ups using APIs of different vendors,
the standardization of APIs documentation becomes fundamental to facilitate developers work (The
Importance of Standardized API Design 2017) – see for example the Swagger28 open source software
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framework backed by a large ecosystem of tools that helps developers design, build, document, and
consume RESTful APIs.

For applications development, the components granularity level has recently gained importance.
In software engineering, this is reflected by the introduction of the concept of microservice (Clark
2016). A micro-service oriented architecture style is a variant of the Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) style, with the additional constraint of fine-grained services and lightweight protocols. In
this view, Service Interfaces can be considered as the way to interact with a system according to
the SOA style, while APIs fit in a micro-service oriented architecture, with respective advantages
and drawbacks. While Service Interface design can be community-driven to identify the smallest
set of essential application services, API design is typically provider-driven, since community
needs are not predictable, and, hence, the approach consists in exposing the implementing platform
capabilities to application developers.

In order to support the diverse (and often still unknown) possible applications, a KB supporting
sustainable development policy should expose a set of APIs that fit in a micro-service oriented
architecture.

2.3.1. GEOSS Platform APIs and service interfaces
To support the development of user-driven applications (including mobile Apps), a set of APIs and
Service Interfaces were developed by the GEOSS Platform (GEOSS Platform 2018) providing client
systems, intermediate users (i.e. developers), and end-users with a set of micro- and application ser-
vices to discover, evaluate, and access the millions of linked resources – which are shared by the GEO
Members. These interfaces were designed at a technology-neutral level, and then consistently
implemented utilizing different technologies to address diverse user categories. In fact, not necess-
arily all the developers and users have the same knowledge or expertise either in the use of geospatial
resources, or in the utilization of a particular technology. The different implementations are
described in the following paragraphs highlighting the main targeted users.

2.3.1.1. Standard geospatial web service. GEOSS Platform exposes a set of Service Interfaces that
implement standardized protocols for the discovery and access of the millions of geospatial
resources managed by the platform. Such interfaces are compliant with the most popular inter-
national standards for geospatial data interoperability, including: OGC CSW, WCS, WMS, and
WFS; OAI-PMH; ISO 19115; Dublin Core Metadata Initiative; ebRIM; DCAT, etc. These inter-
faces are conceived to mainly target advanced users, who are experienced in the utilization of geos-
patial data (and related international standards) as well as interoperability technologies. By using
one of this interface, a GEOSS user (or application developer) can interact with the GEOSS Plat-
form as it were a single virtual geospatial data system, exposing a well-adopted geospatial standard
interface.

2.3.1.2. Server-side APIs. GEOSS Platform also exposes a Web-based server-side APIs (aka Web
APIs) to provide application developers with the building blocks necessary to create a Web appli-
cation. Such building blocks are accessible via a set of public endpoints associated with well-
defined request/response messages. Utilizing these APIs, developers can interact with the GEOSS
Platform through any programming environment that allows communication via the HTTP/
HTTPS protocol and JSON (or XML) message encoding/parsing. Targeted users are expert in the
development of applications that communicate with remote servers over HTTP/HTTPS. These
developers are required to implement the connection module(s) to interact with the different end-
points, by creating first valid HTTP requests, and then parsing the response messages.

Besides the common functionalities for the discovery and access, these APIs provide a set of
advanced functionalities:
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. filtering the query result-set (i.e. the returned resources satisfying a query constraints) by using a
set of well-defined fields that characterize any managed resource – e.g. SBA/Thematic-area,
resource provider, access technology, resource encoding, etc.

. extending the regular queries with semantically related keywords by using one or more lexicons
whose choice may be selected by the developer.

Presently, these APIs were implemented using a couple of distinct technologies: an extended
OpenSearch protocol29 and a RESTful30 protocol. As of May 2018, the GEOSS Platform team started
a process with the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) to standardize the REST implementation of
the Server-side APIs.

2.3.1.3. Client-side APIs. In addition to the Server-side APIs, GEOSS Platform publishes a set of Cli-
ent-side APIs, too. They are provided as software library that developers can use to build an appli-
cation. These APIs are a high-level client-side library; utilizing that, developers are alleviated from
the need of implementing low-level interaction with the constitutive components of a SoS. They
allow developers to simply work with objects, representing the system resources, and avoid dealing
with the system itself.

Client-side APIs are currently available in Javascript language31; it is scheduled to support more
programming/scripting languages in the next future – e.g. Python. This type of APIs mainly targets
Web developers with good knowledge of W3C technologies32 (including: HTML5, Javascript, and
CSS) and facilitates the development of Web and mobile applications.

2.3.2. VLAB APIs for knowledge sharing
To share additional resources beyond datasets, APIs must provide the necessary functionalities to
browse and navigate the conceptual network representing a given domain (Santoro et al. 2012) –
for example, concepts like EVs, Indicators, Policy Goals, etc. In addition, these APIs should allow
to link the domain concepts with the actual datasets and workflows, which can be used for their
instantiation.

The ECOPotential VLAB exposes this type of APIs (as a RESTful implementation) to support the
ECOPotential use-cases. In particular, the VLAB APIs33 provide a simple way to navigate a set of
resources representing instances of the following concepts:

. Domain Ontology elements – for example, ECOPOTENTIAL defined a simple Ecosystems ontol-
ogy consisting of the concepts: Ecosystem; Protected Area; Storyline (narrative description of eco-
system services-related issues in one of the Protected Areas along with a scientific approach to deal
with them);

. Models/Workflows – in the ECOPOTENTIAL project, the models were connected to one or more
Storylines.

The APIs allow to:

(1) discover the domain concepts, their implementing resources, and the related relations – e.g.
which workflows address a given storyline;

(2) publish a new abstract Model/Workflow;
(3) publish a new implementation of a Model/Workflow;
(4) trigger the execution of a Model/Workflow implementation, by ingesting user-defined inputs,

reading the execution status, and retrieving outputs or error messages when the execution is
completed.

To discover GEOSS datasets and ingested them into a Model/Workflow, an extension of the
GEOSS APIs was prototyped, too. This extension consists in the introduction of a couple of new
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query parameters for the server- and client-side APIs: (i) workflow identifier, and (ii) input identifier.
A proof-of-concept was presented at the GEO Plenary 2018, held in Washington DC. As depicted
Figure 5, a user can navigate the Ecosystem domain ontology selecting first a Protected Area,
then a relevant storyline for that area, and finally getting the WF associated to the storyline – the
user can run the WF and generate the scenario outcome, on-the-fly. This also required an innovative
GUI (developed by the European Space Agency) characterizing the GEOSS Platform.

Starting from this prototype, another project funded by the European Commission: GEO-Essen-
tial34 is developing a generalization of the VLAB APIs. The aim is to enhance the present APIs and
provide a set of high-level functionalities to discover the concepts characterizing the SDGs frame-
work (as well as other policy frameworks) and link them to the useful Models/Workflows. These
APIs would play an important role for using a KB supporting sustainable development policy.

2.4. Phase IV: knowledge use

A KB providing full knowledge about existing models/algorithms and their relations with acces-
sible datasets would allow automated composition and running of those workflows that contains
such artefacts. By using the content of KB, a platform could generate valid workflows connecting
models based on matching data types, or could start discovery of the datasets that are valid inputs
for a specific model. The platform could then expose not only the representation of the workflow,
but also the (micro-)services (via APIs) for its assisted composition, running, and results
publishing.

The collection, formalization and sharing phases are the necessary preparatory tasks to make
knowledge usable and enable the provision of actual services to support policy-makers. While the
knowledge collection phase is essentially a preliminary step for building a KB, and the knowledge shar-
ing phase makes possible multichannel and multimodal delivery of knowledge, it is the knowledge
formalization phase that plays the central role for the actual use of knowledge. Indeed, the formali-
zation step makes knowledge suitable for automated machine-processing, increasing the capability of
generating inferences and insights from collected knowledge. In particular, the formalization of aWF
in an executable language enables automatic generation of EVs and Indicators on user request. At the
same time the formalization of WF relationships with datasets, EVs, and Indicators, enable advanced
functionalities like automated or semi-automated discovery of suitable input datasets – including the
possibility to validate WF chaining for integrated modelling.

However, the automated machine processing of WFs is not always a straightforward process. The
necessary level of detail for executing a WF is definitely higher than that for its representation and
visualization. This is a typical challenge encountered when WFs are formalized using a high-level
representation notation – e.g. BPMN. These notations aim to document a Business Process that is

Figure 5. The extended GEOSS Web Portal GUI, developed to demonstrate the use of VLAB with the GEOSS Platform (concept
browsing on left, workflow visualization and execution on the right).
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not necessarily machine-executable; therefore, their translation (aka compilation) into a low-level
executable representation is not always possible. On the other hand, a WF execution language
(such as BPEL) can be directly executed but it requires a proper software environment – i.e. a specific
workflow engine. A potential solution to keep the system flexible is to use a notation language (like
BPMN) as the abstract description of an executable process – like BPEL. That means to include, as a
convention, all the information required for the execution of the modelled process. In this way, the
business process notation document can be converted (i.e. compiled) in any supported executable
language, enabling the use of multiple workflow engines and software environments (Santoro,
Nativi, and Mazzetti 2016).

The H2020 ECOPOTENTIAL VLAB addressed this specific challenge by adopting a set of wide-
spread technologies. In particular, for the extended WF representations, it utilizes a BPMN conven-
tion that adds constraints to provide the necessary information for WF execution – e.g. the link to
potential data sources. In addition, the single BPMN tasks are further formalized as invocation of
external Web services or as software source code, stored in public archives. Thanks to this extra
information, the VLAB orchestrator component is able to retrieve and compile all the necessary
resources and execute the WF. Finally, the well-adopted Docker container technology35 provides
the homogeneous software environment for running the resulting executable code (Nativi, Mazzetti,
and Santoro 2016).

In the framework of ERA-PLANET (European Research Area Network for Observing our chan-
ging Earth)36 the GEO-Essential project aims at utilizing the VLAB capabilities by formalizing the
relationships among datasets, EVs, Indicators, and WFs to support policy-making applications.
Moreover, an inference engine will allow reasoning either for providing knowledge to users, or to
validate inputs and outputs of WFs (Mazzetti, Santoro, and Nativi 2018).

2.5. Phase V: knowledge update

This last phase of the knowledge management lifecycle makes use of the meta-knowledge, generated
by the previous phases, to update and refine the managed knowledge body. Meta-knowledge includes
some results generated by the previous phase, and in particular the recognized shortcomings and
gaps. For example, to implement access to the existing EVs managed by the GEOSS Platform (i.e.
the sharing knowledge phase), ConnectinGEO carried out a gap analysis and recognized several
shortcomings that seem to stem from the first two phases of the EVs lifecycle, in the GEOSS
framework.

2.5.1. Analysis of EVs sharing through the GEOSS Platform
2.5.1.1. The process and the developed platform. ConnectinGEO carried out a careful analysis of the
EVs, which are currently managed by the GEOSS Platform, compared to a set of variables indicated
by sustainable development experts (Santoro, Masó, and Nativi 2017). The European Commission
project implemented a process to match the recognized variables (i.e. cross-cutting EVs) against
the content managed by GEOSS through its platform. To carry out a constant monitoring of existing
gaps, a specific platform was developed – as showed in Figure 6. This analytical platform is called
ConnectinGEO Analyzing Platform – empowered by the GEO DAB37 technology. It provides a
set of inventory and analytical services, implemented by the following components: (a) OI (Obser-
vation Inventory) Generator; (b) OI Analyser; (c) Metadata Enricher. The gap analysis process con-
sists of the following sequential steps – that are repeated because the process is recursive:

(1) Generation of the GEOSS Observation Inventory DB: by analysing the entries of the DB that
manages the harmonized metadata, which describes the resources available on the GEOSS
Platform.

(2) Generation of the Possible Gaps DB: by analysing the list of user needs against the records of the
GEOSS Observation Inventory DB.
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(3) Generation of the Enriched GEOSS Observations Inventory DB: it is generated by enriching the
metadata characterizing the GEOSS Observation Inventory DB to address some of the recognized
gaps.

Along with the formalized user needs, all the generated DBs are knowledge bodies to be man-
aged by the GEOSS Platform KB – labelled A, B, C, and D in Figure 6. In addition, the Possible
Gaps DB contributes to the meta-knowledge that enables the update phase of the GEOSS KB.
Once the OI DB is enriched (i.e. the Enriched GEOSS Observations Inventory DB is worked
out), this can be used to re-run the gap analysis and cycle; the following new steps may be
added to the process representing a clear example of knowledge update – these phases are not
showed in Figure 6:

(1) Update the Possible Gaps DB by re-running phase (2) but using, this time, the Enriched GEOSS
Observations Inventory DB.

(2) Update the Enriched GEOSS Observations Inventory DB by re-running phase (3) but using, this
time, the updates of the Possible Gaps DB.

The Metadata Enricher is a very flexible component that can apply a set of different enriching
modules – according to the recognized type of resource, the enricher component can set the most
effective enriching modules. For the scope of the carried out analysis, two modules were utilized:
(a) the Spatial Resolution enrichment, normalizing the unit of measurement in km; and (b) the Tem-
poral Resolution enrichment, normalizing the unit of measurement in day. Both modules infer the
missing information by analysing unstructured descriptions charactering a dataset such as: title,
abstract, keywords, etc.

Figure 6. The ConnectinGEO process and dedicated platform to analyse the EVs accessibility on GEOSS via the GEOSS Platform.
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2.5.1.2. The user needs. The user needs utilized for updating the GEOSS KB are elicited and for-
malized by experts engaged with the ConnectinGEO project; they recognized 16 cross-cutting
EVs (to be searched), along with their features to make them (re-)usable. The EVs list is reported
in Table 2.

2.5.1.3. Analysis and recognized gaps. At the end of 2016, the analysis recognized that about 10% of
the GEOSS content seemed to match the list of EVs recognized by experts. All the 16 EVs are dis-
coverable via GEOSS Platform; however, only 14 of them are accessible. Finally, only 5 of them
match the desired spatial and temporal resolutions. Figure 7 shows the matching statistics.

A set of possible gaps were recognized dealing with the datasets processing level, discoverability,
accessibility, and granularity level. The can be summarized as:

. GEOSS contains many ‘raw’ data that are instrumental to generate the searched EVs – however,
users must know how to process them for that.

. Discovery and access metadata are often incomplete, imprecise (or unstructured), and the gran-
ularity level is unclear – spatial and temporal extent is a clear example, and it was addressed by
using the metadata enrichment approach, where possible.

. Often there is no ‘direct’ access to EVs: the access is implemented via ‘landing page(s)’ and/or
requires a (personal) account.

Table 2. Cross-cutting EVs, as specified by the ConnectinGEO experts.

Essential variable Desired spatial resolution Desired temporal resolution

River discharge 1 km Daily
Water use 1 km Monthly
Groundwater 1 km Monthly
Lakes 1 km Annual
Snow cover 1 km Annual
Glaciers and ice caps 1 km Annual
Ice sheets 1 km Annual
Permafrost 1 km Annual
Albedo 1 km Monthly
Land cover 1 km Annual
FAPAR 1 km Monthly
LAI 1 km Monthly
Above ground biomass 1 km Annual
Soil carbon 1 km Annual
Fire disturbance 1 km Daily
Soil moisture 1 km Monthly

Figure 7. Discoverable and accessible EVs via the GEOSS Platform (in 2016): by matching the variable standard name (A) and by
matching the standard name and the desired spatial and temporal resolutions (B).
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This experience confirmed that the knowledge formalization phase is extremely important to
make a KB usable and, hence, support policy implementation and assessment.

3. Conclusions and discussion

Creating and monitoring integrated environmental policies requires digital frameworks to
transform observations and simulations (i.e. datasets) into valuable information and extract
the necessary knowledge. For these frameworks, KBs play an important role. KB dealing with
global change and sustainable development policies must be seen as a business ecosystem plat-
form to facilitate knowledge sharing, content management and communication. It is commonly
implemented around a database managing diverse kinds of knowledge bodies, including:
datasets, EVs, WFs, lexicons, papers, computing infrastructures, etc. Knowledge bodies
must be collected in a formal way and shared on the Web to support the implementation of
WFs that generate the required information and knowledge to support the environmental
policies

When defining SDGs or other integrated indicators, it is of paramount importance to re-use
the existing initiatives and platforms avoiding to duplicate efforts (Giuliani et al. 2011). In this
context, EO and the connected initiatives and platforms can play an important role for enabling
the creation of integrated environmental indicators. Interoperability and standardization are criti-
cal for distributed resources discovery, access, and use. Interoperability, in particular, must be
implemented up to the semantic and composability levels. Integrated policy initiatives and pro-
grammes should include the necessary work to link (conceptually, operationally and institution-
ally) the ongoing efforts for resources sharing – i.e. the existing data, information, and knowledge
management frameworks.

As for the KB management lifecycle, knowledge collection phase is the preliminary step for build-
ing a KB; while, knowledge sharing phase makes possible multichannel and multimodal delivery of
knowledge. However, to enable knowledge use, the knowledge formalization phase plays a central
role – as also described in the following good practices.

Indeed, besides, efficiently and effectively accessing and using EO data, the next challenge for any
scientific communities is to generate and manage knowledge. To harness the power of EO data, it will
be a necessity to facilitate the linkage between societal objectives and information generated from
data. Therefore, having a dynamic and evolvable information framework, organized as a repository
of existing and distributed knowledge bodies, certainly contributes to further close the gap between
data providers and users.

3.1. Good practices for knowledge management

Surveying the present EVs lifecycle in the GEOSS framework, this project recognized a set of good
practices for managing EVs, and, more generally, knowledge bodies:

3.1.1. Knowledge collection

. Engage the relevant community of practices in the knowledge body collection and definition pro-
cess, by establishing a permanent forum. The following stakeholders must be considered: knowl-
edge producers, providers, users, as well as metadata enrichers.

. Focus the forum discussion on recognizing those artefacts that are essential for understanding the
state and developments of a specific system – all artefacts are useful, but a set of them constitutes a
reference space to understand the state of a given system.

. Organize workshop on the set of artefacts that describes a specific system, periodically.
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3.1.2. Knowledge formalization

. Formalize knowledge bodies and their related descriptions using semi-structured languages. Theymust
be formal and flexible enough to enable machine-to-machine interoperability allowing knowledge
bodies advancement and refining. Quality must be carefully considered – applying a satisficing
approach.

. Promote the (re-)use of existing lexicons. The use of URIs in RDF is recommended to facilitate a
marketplace of terms and vocabularies. The use of linked data is also recommended to stablish
relationships among knowledge bodies.

. Augment and enrich the knowledge bodies description (i.e. metadata), where necessary and
possible.

. Support knowledge bodies composability for integrated modelling, by formalizing the ontologies
expressing relevant components and their relations, as well as the semantics of the information
to be exchanged among the components. The elicitation of knowledge bodies uncertainty must
be carefully considered.

. Formalize also the processes that are related with a knowledge body, either they are WFs to gen-
erate the knowledge body, or known Business Processes that make use of the knowledge body in a
sound way. Use standard notations for that.

. Build interoperability with other synergetic knowledge formalization frameworks, making use of
the APIs exposed by them.

3.1.3. Knowledge sharing

. Develop and expose open APIs to allow knowledge bodies discoverability, access, and use. These
APIs must be able to support the development of many diverse applications, in keeping with a
micro-service oriented architecture. In particular:
o Support discoverability and access of the processes (i.e. WFs and Business Processes) associated to

the knowledge bodies.
o Provide functionalities to discover the concepts characterizing the SDGs framework (or

other policy frameworks) and link them to the useful knowledge bodies – e.g. Models and
Workflows.
. Adopt standard notations to document the exposed APIs – e.g. the Swagger open source software

framework.

3.1.4. Knowledge use

. Facilitate the execution of the WFs and Business Processes associated with a knowledge body in
order to generate new knowledge.

. Enable inferences and insights generation from collected knowledge, by allowing automated
machine processing – in particular enable automatic generation of knowledge bodies (like EVs
and Indicators) on user request.

. Enable advanced functionalities like automated or semi-automated discovery of knowledge bodies
suitable to ingest complex WF and Business Models.

. Keep the system flexible enough, to be technology neutral, but effective generating new knowledge.
By example, if the knowledge body is a model, use a notation language (like BPMN) as the abstract
description of the executable implementation – like BPEL.
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3.1.5. Knowledge update

. Collect the meta-knowledge generated by the previous management phases and use it to recognize
existing gaps and update the managed knowledge bodies.

. Address the recognized gaps.

3.2. Operational implementations and prototypes

Recently, the European Commission has funded some projects to design and develop services and
prototypes to implement some of the good practices for knowledge management.

3.2.1. ConnectinGEO and the EVs knowledge body
ConnectinGEO recognized the importance of EVs as a key knowledge body towards the creation of
information necessary to support the SDGs agenda – more than 140 EVs were reviewed, interacting
with all the GEOSS SBA Communities. The project also outlined how the engagement of experts is
necessary for the definition of EVs and the formalization of their relationships with observables and
indicators/indices. Since there exist different definitions of EVs, diverse levels of maturity, and a con-
siderable overlap between EVs characterizing different domains, ConnectingGEO proposed a broad
definition of EVs. Finally, the project developed a dedicated digital platform to monitor how effec-
tively GEOSS addresses user needs for EVs.

3.2.2. ECOPOTENTIAL and the transition from data to knowledge
The experience of the ECOPOTENTIAL VLAB showed how the recent IT advancements supports
the transition from Data to Knowledge to interface Science to Policy. In particular, it demonstrated
that brokering and virtualization/containerization technologies help to address the heterogeneity of
several knowledge bodies (e.g. data and programming frameworks), dealing with scientific models,
providing a harmonized environment for the generation of information from data. In addition, the
project used semantic technologies to enable the formalization, publication and use of knowledge.
ECOPOTENTIAL also confirmed that to support the full lifecycle of knowledge, the direct involve-
ment of domain experts is necessary for the knowledge elicitation and collection phases.

ECOPOTENTIAL VLAB demonstrated a way to address the challenge of formalizing scientific
models in an effective but, at the same time, flexible and portable way. To achieve that the virtual
framework used a set of widespread technologies. ECOPOTENTIAL VLAB represents a valuable
example of how knowledge bodies (in particular scientific models) can be shared, made accessible
via online APIs, and also generated by running community-defined WFs.

3.2.3. GEO-Essential, ERA-Planet and VLAB extension for SDGs
In the framework of ERA-PLANET, the GEO-Essential project aims at extending the ECOPOTEN-
TIAL VLAB prototype to formalize the relationships among datasets, EVs, Indicators, and WFs to
support policy-making applications. Moreover, GEO-Essential is developing a generalization of
VLAB APIs to provide a set of high-level functionalities to discover the concepts characterizing
the SDGs framework – as well as other policy frameworks. Finally, the project will develop an infer-
ence engine to allow reasoning for providing knowledge to users.

Notes

1. http://www.connectingeo.net.
2. https://public.wmo.int/en/programmes/global-climate-observing-system.
3. http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/gaw/gaw_home_en.html.
4. http://www.goosocean.org/.
5. http://www.wfmc.org/.
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6. http://cfconventions.org/standard-names.html.
7. https://csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/CSDMS_Standard_Names.
8. https://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/en/themes/.
9. https://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/.
10. https://schema.org/docs/schemas.html.
11. https://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege_Ontology_Library.
12. http://www.bpmn.org/.
13. https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=wsbpel.
14. https://www.omg.org/index.htm.
15. https://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/.
16. http://www.wfmc.org/standards/xpdl.
17. https://taverna.incubator.apache.org/documentation/scufl2/.
18. http://www.taverna.org.uk/developers/work-in-progress/taverna-3/.
19. http://www.ecopotential-project.eu/.
20. http://ecopotential-project.eu/work-packages/12-work-package-wp10.
21. http://iobis.org/.
22. https://deims.org/.
23. https://www.gbif.org/.
24. https://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Observing_the_Earth/Copernicus/Sentinel_Collaborative_Ground_

Segment.
25. https://github.com/.
26. https://developer.agu.org/agu-open-api-challenge/rules-and-requirements-for-agus-open-api-challenge/.
27. https://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/EGU2017/sessionprogramme.
28. https://github.com/swagger-api.
29. http://www.opensearch.org/Home.
30. https://restfulapi.net/.
31. https://www.javascript.com/.
32. https://www.w3.org/standards/.
33. http://apisba.geodab.eu/.
34. http://www.geoessential.eu/.
35. https://www.docker.com/what-docker.
36. http://www.era-planet.eu/.
37. http://www.geodab.net/.
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Appendix

Definition used in the scope of this manuscript.

Concept Definition
Application programming
interface (API)

A software interface defining how communication may take place between applications. (W3C)

Business process A set of one or more linked procedures or activities which collectively realize a business objective or
policy goal. (Workflow Management Coalition 1996)

Composite indicator Formed when individual indicators are compiled into a single index on the basis of an
underlying model. The composite indicator should ideally measure multidimensional
concepts which cannot be captured by a single indicator, e.g. competitiveness,
industrialization, sustainability, single market integration, knowledge-based society, etc.
(OECD 2008)

Data/raw data Digital encoding of information/Data that has not been processed for use
EVs A minimal set of variables that determine the system’s state and developments, are crucial for

predicting system developments, and allow us to define metrics that measure the trajectory of
the system. (ConnectinGEO 2016)

GEO model web A dynamic web of models, integrated with databases and websites, to form a consultative
infrastructure where researchers, managers, policy makers, and the general public can go to
gain insight into ‘what if’ questions. (Nativi, Mazzetti, and Geller 2012)

GEOSS KB A dynamic and evolvable information framework, organized as a repository of existing and
distributed knowledge bodies, to facilitate Information and Knowledge generation and sharing
from Earth Observations. (S. Nativi, GEO Plenary 2016)

[DIKW] knowledge (In the scope of the DIKW pattern) Artefact generated by understanding Information and
elaborating valuable patterns

Knowledge base A business ecosystem platform to facilitate knowledge sharing, content management and
communication

Integrated modelling The process of combining several submodels that represent different interacting natural,
economic, and social systems. (Hinkel 2009)

Indicator A quantitative or a qualitative measure derived from a series of observed facts that can reveal
relative positions (e.g. of a country) in a given area. When evaluated at regular intervals, an
indicator can point out the direction of change across different units and through time. In the
context of policy analysis […], indicators are useful in identifying trends and drawing attention
to particular issues. (OECD 2008).

Index See Composite Indicator
[DIKW] information (In the scope of the DIKW pattern) Added-value product resulting from the comprehension of

available Data and their relations with physical and/or social phenomena
Statistical indicator The representation of statistical data for a specified time, place or any other relevant characteristic,

corrected for at least one dimension (usually size) so as to allow for meaningful comparisons. It is
a summary measure related to a key issue or phenomenon and derived from a series of observed
facts. Indicators can be used to reveal relative positions or show positive or negative change.
(Eurostat 2014)

Sustainable development Development that meets the needs of the present while safeguarding Earth’s life-support system,
on which the welfare of current and future generations. (Griggs et al. 2013, 2014)

Sustainable development
indicators

Indicators that measure progress made in sustainable growth and development, where a
Biological Indicator is defined as an organism, species or community whose characteristics
show the presence of specific environmental conditions. Other terms used are indicator
organism, indicator plant and indicator species and an Environmental Indicator is a parameter,
or a value derived from parameters, that points to, provides information about and/or describes
the state of the environment, and has a significance extending beyond that directly associated
with any given parametric value. The term may encompass indicators of environmental
pressures, conditions and responses. (UNSD 1997)

Workflow The automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information, or
tasks are passed from one participant to another for action according to a set of procedural
rules. (Workflow Management Coalition 1996)
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